Our brand
A guide to branding in action

Our brand
Introduction

The AirTanker brand is very important
to us. It encompasses how we behave,
what we believe in, what we do and who
we are.
Maintaining consistency in all these
areas is key; people will know what to
expect, they will understand what we
can offer them, and they are more likely
to trust us.

Always remember our name:

we are AirTanker,
never Airtanker
or Air Tanker.
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AirTanker

A major aspect of this consistency is our visual identity.
These guidelines will help you ensure that AirTanker’s image
and communication is clear, consistent and reinforces our
mission, vision and values.
Our values are:

Safety…
VOYAGER

Safety is our top priority. We are committed to the continual
improvement of our safety performance in all our activities.

Integrity…
We treat all people with respect and encourage openness,
honesty and trust.

Commitment…
We are passionate about delivering on the commitments
we make and strive to achieve the highest standard in all that
we do.

One Team…
Working with our partners, we provide
safe and trusted aviation services to
enable our customers’ success.

We respect the individual and develop positive relationships
through team working. We will encourage a partnering approach,
building mutual trust with our customers and suppliers.

Innovation…
VTS

Our mission is:

We drive continual improvement and foster innovation in all
that we do.

Our vision is simple:
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Internal comms

To be recognised as the best service
provider to our customers.

External communications
Our brand in action – best practice examples

Literature

Advertising

Vehicle livery
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Powerpoint
presentations
Clothing

AirTanker
VOYAGER
Need any help?
Go to back cover for details
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Internal comms

VTS

Stationery and forms

External communications
Basic elements – AirTanker logo

The AirTanker logo, comprising of two elements – the emblem
(stylised VOYAGER aircraft refuelling two fast jets) and the
letterform 'AirTanker' is unique in helping to differentiate our
offerings and services. To ensure accurate reproduction, always
use the electronic master artworks available from:
E: branding@uk.airtanker.co.uk.

1. Landscape version
This is the preferred version that should be used in the majority
of applications.

2. Stacked version

The logo should not be altered, distorted, redrawn or reproduced
from printed copies.

For applications where the preferred landscape version of
the AirTanker logo will not fit very well, the stacked version may
be used.

The letterform 'AirTanker' must NOT be used separately from
the emblem.

3. Emblem only – restricted use

The AirTanker logo is the registered trademark of AirTanker. It may
not be reproduced or otherwise used by non-AirTanker businesses
without the written permission of AirTanker via the Communications
Department. To retain the effectiveness of a registered trademark,
continuous and consistent use is necessary. For this reason the
logo must be used on aircraft, support vehicles, on invoices, in
advertising and promotional material, on packaging, all forms of
electronic media, buildings, signs and exhibitions. It is not
sufficient to use our trademark alone on stationery.
Minimum size
When reproduced in printed matter, the preferred landscape
AirTanker logo (1.) must never be reproduced smaller than 40 mm
in width. On-screen it must never be used smaller than 120 pixels
wide, however for best results on retina screens it should be 200
pixels wide.

If the space available for the logo is very small, for example,
on a lapel pin, where the AirTanker letterform will be illegible, in
these circumstances use the emblem only. This use is restricted
and subject to prior approval from the Communications and
Engagement department.

4. Exclusion zone (‘A’ gap)
To maximise the visual impact of the AirTanker logo, it is
protected by an exclusion zone, with the exception of an overall
coloured or photographic background no other graphic element
(type or other logos/symbols) should be placed within this
exclusion zone.
The minimum exclusion zone is defined by the width of the
character ‘A’ in the letterform ‘AirTanker’, in the logo being used.
This is referred to as the ‘A’ gap.
Note: It is important to give the logo as much free space around it
as possible.
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AirTanker
VOYAGER

1.

2.

VTS

3.

Need any help?
Go to back cover for details
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Internal comms

4.

External communications
Basic elements – logo permitted colourways

Wherever possible, use the preferred two-tone version of the
AirTanker logo.
If this is not possible, the logo can be produced in one of the two
following ways:
– when reproduction is restricted to black and white printing the
logo may only be used in 100% black; and
– when on a coloured or photographic background, the white
‘reversed-out’ version should be used.
To ensure accurate reproduction, always use the electronic
master artworks available from the Communications Department.
These artworks must not be altered in any way.
There are no other permitted ways of using the logo.
Unusual applications
For example, if the method of reproduction involves etching
the AirTanker logo onto glass or metal, please contact
branding@uk.airtanker.co.uk for assistance.
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1. Two tone version
When the AirTanker logo is on a white background this two-tone
version should always be used.

2. Black mono version
When it is impractical to use the two-tone logo or on low-value
items this black one-colour version should be used.

3. White reversed out
When the AirTanker logo is on a coloured or photographic
background this white ‘reversed-out’ version should be used.

AirTanker
VOYAGER

1.

2.

Need any help?
Go to back cover for details
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Internal comms

VTS

3.

External communications
Colour palette for external use

The primary colours are:
– AirTanker Dark Blue Pantone® 287 C
– AirTanker Light Blue Pantone® 278 C
Secondary colour palette
To avoid overuse of Pantone® 287 and 278, a secondary colour
palette has been defined to support the primary colours.
Users should match these colours from the references/colour
breakdowns shown opposite. Do not use the default colour
breakdowns given in software applications as they may produce
incorrect colours.
No other colours may be added to the palette, however, to
increase options, tints of these colours may be used.

Pantone 287 C
CMYK: 100, 68, 0, 12
RGB: 0, 83, 155
Hex: #00338e
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Pantone 278 C
CMYK: 39, 14, 0, 0
RGB: 150, 192, 230
Hex: #8bb8ea

Pantone Cool Gray 9 C
CMYK: 0, 1, 0, 51
RGB: 145, 145, 149
Hex: #747679

Pantone 5425 C
CMYK: 30, 4, 0, 31
RGB: 128, 161, 182
Hex: #8099a7

Pantone Black C
CMYK: 0, 13, 49, 98
RGB: 38, 28, 2
Hex: #2a2723

Pantone 5205 C
CMYK: 50, 58, 50, 0
RGB: 144, 117, 120
Hex: #8a697c

Pantone 7406 C
CMYK: 0, 18, 100, 0
RGB: 255, 207, 1
Hex: #edb700

Pantone 5773 C
CMYK: 9, 0, 43, 38
RGB: 158, 163, 116
Hex: #91976c

E: branding@uk.airtanker.co.uk

OpenType® version
An OpenType font file format version ‘FF DIN OT’ is available from
www.fontshop.com. This format has cross-platform capability –
you can work with the same font file on MAC, Windows and some
Unix systems and it supports a widely expanded character set
which provides greater linguistic support.
When FF DIN is not available
For applications where the use of FF DIN is not practicable and
in the production of word processing documents and emails,
Arial, which is readily available on all PCs should be used.
No other fonts/typefaces are permitted to be used in our external
communications and marketing collateral.

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

FF DIN Regular

AirTanker
VOYAGER

AirTanker has a limited usage licence for use of this font. If
you need to obtain the typeface please get in touch with a
member of your Communications and Engagement team:

FF DIN Light

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

FF DIN Medium
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

FF DIN Bold
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

VTS

The typeface FF DIN, as shown, has been selected to
complement and support the AirTanker and VOYAGER logos. This
typeface should be used on all external communications and preprinted items – corporate, sales and recruitment literature,
exhibitions, signage and stationery.

ATr
FF DIN Black
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

Need any help?
Go to back cover for details
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Internal comms

Typeface for external use

External communications
Basic elements – Voyager

Occasionally it might be more appropriate to identify as Voyager
or even as both AirTanker and Voyager (see the next spread for
further details on the combined logos). It is advisable to consult
with the Communications Department to check which is most
appropriate to use.

1. Two tone version

The Voyager logo, comprising of two elements – the emblem
(stylised Voyager front facing aircraft) and the letterform 'VOYAGER'
is unique. To ensure accurate reproduction, always use the
electronic master artworks available from:
E: branding@uk.airtanker.co.uk.

When it is impractical to use the two-tone logo or on low-value
items this black one-colour version should be used.

The logo should not be altered, distorted, redrawn or reproduced
from printed copies.
The letterform 'VOYAGER' must NOT be used separately from
the emblem.
Minimum size
When reproduced in printed matter, the Voyager logo must never
be reproduced smaller than 25mm in width. On-screen it must
never be used smaller than 120 pixels wide, however for best
results on retina screens it should be 200 pixels wide.

When the Voyager logo is on a white background this two-tone
version should always be used.

2. Black mono version
3. White reversed out
When the Voyager logo is on a coloured or photographic
background this white ‘reversed-out’ version should be used.

4. Exclusion zone (‘V’ gap)
To maximise the visual impact of the Voyager logo, it is protected
by an exclusion zone, with the exception of an overall coloured or
photographic background no other graphic element (type or other
logos/symbols) should be placed within this exclusion zone.
The minimum exclusion zone is defined by the width of the
character ‘V’ in the letterform ‘VOYAGER’, in the logo being used.
This is referred to as the ‘V’ gap.
Note: It is important to give the logo as much free space around
it as possible.
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VOYAGER

1.

2.

VTS

3.

Need any help?
Go to back cover for details
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4.

External communications
Basic elements – Combining the AirTanker & Voyager logos

Combining the logos demonstrates partnership and allows the
parties to benefit from each other’s strengths. However, to do so
successfully requires careful consideration beforehand.
Co-branding should only occur when both or all parties are in
agreement. The AirTanker logo should always appear first and
take precedence.
To ensure accurate reproduction, always use the electronic
master artworks available from:
E: branding@uk.airtanker.co.uk.
These artworks must not be altered in any way.
The preferred landscape configurations with a black vertical rule
(fine line) separating the logos. For applications where the
available width is limited, a stacked configuration is available
from the Communications Department. A black horizontal rule
(fine line) is used to separate the logos.
For exclusion zone (‘A’ gap) refer to detail on page 5.

Royal Air Force (RAF) branding
AirTanker is proud of its strong relationship with the MoD and
particularly the RAF. It is important therefore, that if you need to
use the RAF identity, you use it correctly and seek the correct
permissions. In keeping with our ‘OneTeam’ value, there are
occasions where we present ourselves together with the 10 and
101 Sqn Crests, the lockup shown on the right, shows how this
should be presented. If you wish to use the RAF logo or other
aspects of its brand, please contact:
branding@uk.airtanker.co.uk.
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VTS

VOYAGER

External communications
Basic elements – Voyager Training Service

Voyager Training Service (VTS) has a stand alone identity
comprising of the ’VOYAGER’ aircraft emblem, letterform and the
descriptive line, ‘TRAINING SERVICE’.
To ensure accurate reproduction, always use the electronic master
artworks available from:
E: branding@uk.airtanker.co.uk.
The logo should not be altered, distorted, redrawn or reproduced
from printed copies.
The letterforms 'VOYAGER’ or ‘TRAINING SERVICE’ must NOT be
used separately from the emblem.
Minimum size
When reproduced in printed matter, the VTS logo must never be
reproduced smaller than 25 mm in width. On-screen it must never
be used smaller than 120 pixels wide, however for best results on
retina screens it should be 200 pixels wide.
For exclusion zone (‘V’ gap) refer to detail on page 11.

VTS partner logo ‘Lockup’
The Voyager Training Service is provided and supported by
AirTanker, Thales, Babcock and the Royal Air Force.
A partner ‘Lockup’ has been created which must be included
on all VTS materials as a sign-off device.
To ensure accurate reproduction, always use the electronic
master artworks available from:
E: branding@uk.airtanker.co.uk.

Anthony N Other BSc(Eng)
Senior Aeronautical Engineer
Voyager Academy, RAF Brize Norton
Carterton, Oxfordshire OX18 3LX, United Kingdom
DD: +44 (0)1993 873000 M: +44 (0)1993 873000
E: firstname.lastname@uk.airtanker.co.uk
www.airtanker.co.uk
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VTS business card
– front and back

Internal comms
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VTS

Internal communications
Introduction

The AirTanker brand is very important
to us. It encompasses how we behave,
what we believe in, what we do and
who we are.
And that isn’t just on the outside.
We’re all about ‘OneTeam’ here at
AirTanker, it’s one of our 5 key values,
but to help differentiate our internal
services and clearly identify the source
of communication, for each of our
Departments, a logo which comprises
two elements – the Department name
and the Department pictogram has
been created.

Always remember our name:

we are AirTanker,
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so all of our internal communications
must carry the AirTanker logo along
with the appropriate department logo.

BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT

FINANCE

TALENT &
DEVELOPMENT

CIVIL BUSINESS

FLIGHT OPERATIONS

TANKERED

COMMERCIAL

HUMAN RESOURCES

TRAINING

COMMUNICATIONS &
ENGAGEMENT

INFORMATION
SERVICES & IT

DOWN ROUTE

REFUELLER

ENGINEERING

SAFETY

10 SQUADRON

FACILITIES

STAFF VOICE

101 SQUADRON

A Department logo should not be redrawn or reproduced from
printed copies.
The two elements that make up a Department logo must NOT
be used separately.
A Department logo can NOT be used on any form of external
communications, its use is strictly for internal communications
purposes only.

Pictogram recommended sizes
When used on a one-third A4 leaflet 13 mm wide, on an
A4 leaflet or newsletter 17.5 mm wide and on an A3 poster
25 mm wide. Above 25 mm a pictogram should be increased
in 10 mm increments.
When reproduced in printed matter, a pictogram must never be
reproduced smaller than 8 mm in width. On-screen a pictogram
must never be used smaller than 40 pixels wide.
Need any help?
Go to back cover for details
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To ensure accurate reproduction, always use the electronic
master artworks available from:
E: branding@uk.airtanker.co.uk. These artworks must
not be altered in any way.

Internal communications
Colour palette for internal Departments

To further differentiate Departments and to give all
communications from a Department a ‘family feel’, as shown in the
chart below, each Department has been allocated a key colour.
A Department key colour is the same colour as that of its
pictogram and may be used for headlines, headings, subheadings, bullets, emphasis and backgrounds.

There are no Pantone equivalents for these colours.
No other colours may be added to the palette, however, to
increase options, 25%, 50% and 75% tints of your Department
key colour may also be used.
Do not use another Departments key colour.

Users should match the colour from the references/colour
breakdowns shown opposite. Do not use the default colour
breakdowns given in software applications as they may produce
incorrect colours.
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Business
Improvement
CMYK: 58, 52, 0, 0
RGB: 119, 123, 187
Hex: #777bbb

Down Route
CMYK: 10, 80, 50, 0
RGB: 220, 89, 103
Hex: #dc5967

Flight Operations
CMYK: 80, 5, 10, 0
RGB: 0, 176, 216
Hex: #00b0d8

Staff Voice
CMYK: 0, 99, 97, 0
RGB: 237, 33, 39
Hex: #ed2127

Civil Business
CMYK: 100, 68, 0, 12
RGB: 0, 83, 155
Hex: #00539b

Engineering
CMYK: 70, 40, 0, 0
RGB: 80, 135, 199
Hex: #5087c7

Human Resources
CMYK: 0, 100, 50, 30
RGB: 177, 3, 66
Hex: #b10342

Talent &
Development
CMYK: 15, 75, 0, 0
RGB: 208, 99, 165
Hex: #d063a5

Commercial
CMYK: 75, 12, 34, 0
RGB: 37, 168, 173
Hex: #25a8ad

Facilities/Information
Services & IT
CMYK: 30, 60, 50, 0
RGB: 184, 121, 117
Hex: #b87975

Refueller
CMYK: 0, 100, 0, 0
RGB: 236, 0, 140
Hex: #ec008c

Tankered
CMYK: 0, 72, 100, 0
RGB: 243, 108, 33
Hex: #f36c21

Communications
& Engagement
CMYK: 100, 0, 100, 20
RGB: 0, 140, 68
Hex: #008c44

Finance
CMYK: 0, 40, 100, 0
RGB: 250, 166, 26
Hex: #faa61a

Safety
CMYK: 52, 97, 0, 0
RGB: 142, 47, 146
Hex: #8e2f92

Training
CMYK: 55, 0, 0, 0
RGB: 91, 203, 245
Hex: #5bcbf5
10 & 101 Squadrons
CMYK: 20, 2, 0, 45
RGB: 124, 144, 158
Hex: #7c909e

ATr

Typeface for internal use

The typeface VAG Rounded, as shown opposite, has been
selected to complement and support the Department logos.
This typeface should be used on all internal communications.
AirTanker have a limited usage licence for use of this font. If you
need to obtain the typeface please get in touch with a member
of your Communications and Engagement team:
E: branding@uk.airtanker.co.uk

When VAG Rounded is not available
For applications where the use of VAG Rounded is not
practicable and in the production of word processing
documents, Arial Rounded MT Bold (for headlines/
headings/sub-headings) and Arial (for text) which are
readily available on all PCs should be used.

VAG Rounded Thin
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

VAG Rounded Light
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

VAG Rounded Bold
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

VAG Rounded Black

ATr

Need any help?
Go to back cover for details
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The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

Internal communications
Our brand in action – best practise examples

Pull-up
banners

Business wide
publication

TV screen graphic
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Posters

Internal comms
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Need help?
What can Communications & Engagement help with?
Media
Engagement

Your comms team
Whether it’s advice on where to start with a site visit,
how to get your department’s message to the right
audience, or just information on where to go for the
latest templates – get in touch with a member of
your Communications and Engagement team:

Crisis
Communications

Public Affairs

External
Communications

E: branding@uk.airtanker.co.uk
Social Media
Digital
Channels

WHAT

COM

MUN
I

01993 873103

?
ITH

Employee
Engagement

CA

NT HELP
ME
W
GE

Corporate Social
Responsibility
(CSR)

NS & ENGA

Internal
Communications

N

TIO

CA

Staff Events

Corporate
Hospitality
Public
Relations

Displays and
Marketing

Photography
and Video

Publications
and Literature

